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GAMBIER OBSERVER
AND W E S T E R N CHURCH J O I' R N A I..
CHRIST AND T1IE CHURCH — TRUTH AND LOVE.
Voi X.___No. 15. GAMBIER, SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1840. Whole Number 483.
ORIGINAL MATTER.
THE MARRIAGE FEAST.
B f REV. A . A . BBOLLEE, D . D .
“ And the third day there was a marriage in Cana of 
Galilee, and both Jesus was called and his disciples to 
the marriage."—St. John, 2 chap. 1 and 2, verses.
The lamps are bright in Cana’s halls 
And countless mirrors deck her walls,
A thousand faces beam with joy,
Unmix’d with passions’ base alloy;
The young have met at beauty’s call,
To join the sacred Festival;
And age comes there a peaceful guest,
To smile upon the marriage feast.
Judea’s virgins foremost stand,
Like hills of snow on fairy land,
Where nought is heard in earth or air 
Save sainted hymns that greet the ear ;
And nought attracts the gazer’s eye 
Save the blest orbs of heaven’s own sky- 
The beauteous nightly seraph train 
Revolving o’er the cloudless plain.
Within each vestment’s graceful fold 
Gleams the bright cinctur’d clasp of gold;
And brighter still the diamond’s crest,
That dazzling shines on beauty's breast—
And with its far illumin’d blaze 
Entrances the beholder's gaze—
So to the raptur'd prophet seems a flight 
Of purest angels cloth’d in heavenly lightl
Music has breath’d her sweetest sigh 
To grace the thrilling symphony;
And hallow’d hands and harps are there,
Pouring their tones on beauty's ear:
E’en Cana’s Chiefs and Princes all,
Have mingled in that festive hall,
Where virtue, wealth and rank combine 
In blended rays to warm and shine!
But comes there one to bless that scene,
Pure, spotless, holy, meek, serene,
Whose presence sanctifies the place 
And lends to earth celestial grace;
Whose look is joy to those who share
B Such jinless mirth—such love sincere—
And sure that feast must splendid shine 
When Jesus makes its rites divine!
PERSUASIVE PREACHING.
“Truth and sympathy” says the pious Cecil
*are the soul of an efficacious ministry.” And 
his own successful ministry was a strong con­
firmation of the assertion. It would be well if 
its truth and importance were deeply impress­
ed upon every one who has taken, or is about 
to take upon himself the vows of the holy 
office.
As to the duty of a plain and faithful exhi­
bition of the truth, (however man may differ 
with regard to what is truth,) all are agreed.
But, judging from the conduct of a large 
proportion of those who minister at the altar 
it would seem the importance of “sympathy” 
is far from being generally and duly appre­
ciated.
By sympathy,I suppose the author quoted to 
mean not merely a constitutional sensitiveness
‘ which is ever ready to enter into the feelings 
' of others,—to rejoice with them that do re- 
Ijoice and weep with them that weep; but a 
feeling heart in its largest sense. A heart 
deeply imbued with the spirit of Christ and his 
gospel which prompt its possessor to exert 
himself to the utmost in contributing by every 
means in his power to the welfare of his 
1 charge. But who is especially manifested in 
publicly proclaiming the blessed news of sal- 
' vation. And which in this important duty will' 
not allow him to rest satisfied with a mere ex- 
, hibition of the truth however plain and dis­
tinct, but urges him with deep and solemn 
earnestness, with affectionate and anxious sol­
icitude, to press this truth upon the heart and 
conscience. Not only, to commend it to the 
immediate attention of his people,—to warn 
them continually of their danger, and to point, 
them to the only refuge, but. also to use his ut- 
most exertions to induce them to ffee at once i 
to this refuge and be safe.
That there is a painful deficiency in this 
i respect 1 think cannot be denied. How seldom , 
. do we hear the solemn, heart stirring appeal, 
the earnest affectionate exhortation, the mov- 
! ing,persuasive entreaty which the character of
. office seem to justify and demand.
, How often are its solemn and momentous 
truths brought forward in a formal, didactic,1 
style as though the great end of preaching 
were merely to convince the understanding' 
and gain the assent of the judgment.
Now there is undoubtedly a power and I
.[ unction in the simple truths of the gospel,when i 
j accompanied by the influences of the Holy 
! Spirit to produce their legitimate effects with- 
!out the intervention of human means. And the 
simple scattering of the seed upon so great a 
variety of soil as is usually presented to the 
cultivation of the minister of the gospel, will1 
sometimes be productive of fruit. A few choice , 
seeds will now and then gain a lodgment in j 
some prepared spot of good ground and spring, 
up and bring forth fruit unto eternal life.
It is true also, that without this simple sow-, 
i ing of the good seed, the unadulterated “seed j 
' of the word” and the attendant influences of,
' the gentle, genial showers of divine grace, all J 
1 the expedients which the ingenuity of man • 
can invent or the power of man employ, will
be of no avail. So far as the salvation of the 
• soul is concerned no harvest will ever be real-
ized.
Hence it is to be feared many conclude they 
have nothing to do, in proclaiming the gospel 
of salvation, but to discuss its important doc­
trines, decide its difficult points and leave a 
plain statement of the truth to produce its 
effects without any further effort or concern on 
their part.
Now it would seem that but a slight con 
sideration of the subject were necessary to con­
vince such persons that they arc lamentably 
deceived.
An allwise and benevolent Creator has mani­
festly so constituted us that wo should,and do 
exert an influence upon each other in other 
ways than by a mere interchange of thought 
addressed to the understanding. Who does 
not know that a mere enlightening of the mind, 
a convincing of the judgment is not enough to 
influence the conduct under all circumstances. 
Nay, that frequently in the most important con­
cerns, but more especially in the all important 
and infiuitely momentous concerns of eternity, 
men act in direct opposition to the dictates of 
their better judgment ? Hence the necessity of 
that mysterious and complicated system of 
sympathetic influences with which we have 
been endowed and which constitutes so mate­
rial a part of the human constitution.
Experience teaches that there is that with­
in us which prompts to the relief of suffering 
whenever it comes under our notice. And if 
we refuse in any case, we violate the laws of 
our constitution.
So, too, when wo see a friend running into 
danger, we do violence to the impulses of our 
nature if we do not give him timely warning. 
And if he manifest a disposition not to listen to 
our warning, feelings, sometimes amounting to 
the most intense interest are awakened in us, 
prompting us lo urge, to persuade, to leave no 
means untried to rescue hint from threatened 
destruction and there is an answering sympa­
thy in the bosom of that friend which prompts 
him to listen to such an appeal.
Here is a responsive chord in his breast 
which vibrales with a mysterious power of re­
ciprocal sympathetic influence to the skilful 
touch of disinterested kindness and effort in 
his behalf, when a mere statement of the truth 
would utterly fnil of its desired effect. As 
face answereth to face in water, so answer- 
eth the heart of man to man.
Now, when God designs to employ man as 
an instrument for the accomplishment of his 
purposes of grace and mercy, wc may take it 
fdr granted that it is man as he is constituted. 
—Not as an intellectual being merely or as a 
moral or social being, but man as he is with 
reference to his whole nature; and hence when 
he promises his blessing to attend our efforts 
in dispensing the blessings of his salvation,we 
are doubtless to understand it as extending to 
those efforts which are the result of the natu­
ral operation of our powers and faculties, ac­
cording to the laws of our constitution, as 
made up of sympathies and feelings and affec­
tions, as well as understanding. Not a mere 
passive machine—an intellectual mirror to re-
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fleet tho tight of truth—bat ns an native' effi-^ the brightest example in tho history ol |he 
cient agent, possessing the power of moving world: contending amidst the darkness and 
the heart, swaying the will and rousing to ac- gloom of pagan ignorance and superstition,— 
tion bv the stirring appeal and persuasive ex- struggling against the tide of universal opposi- 
hortation. And though these efforts of them- tion to erect tho standard of tho cross and to 
selves cannot change the heart yet that they enlist the nations under its banner.
will be attended with evident tokens of the See him successfully assaulting tho kingdom 
peculiar favor and blessing of heaven, there °1 Satan, and leading forth the victorious hosts
cannot be a doubt.
It is natural for a man deeply impressed with 
the importance of the truth he is communicat­
ing not only to endeavor to convince the minus 
of his hearers, but also to induce them to put 
those truths in practice,—to profit by them by 
acting upon them. And surely if there are any 
truths which by their infinite importance are, 
more than any other, calculated to rouse tho 
benevolent sympathies of those who appre­
ciate them, in behalf of those who are careless 
and unconcerned, they arc the truths of reli­
gion. How can a man take his station before a 
congregation of his fellow men with adequate 
views and impressions of his relation to them 
as an ambassador of heaven, without feelings 
of the most solemn and intense interest, the 
deepest and most heart-felt solicitude? And 
where such feelings exist think you the man 
can be content with a mere didactic exhibition 
of the truth, however plainly and clearly de­
fined? Can such an one sabbath after sab­
bath,appear before his charge toentertain them
with metaphysical speculation and fine spun field, a Bedell, a Taylor, and a bright host of
theories or even to instruct them with the 
mero discussion of doctrines however ortho­
dox and important? Can a man bo content to 
stand and calmly reason with the infatuated
worthies, of our own and ages past, whose 
burning zeal, and ardent devotion, and un­
quenchable love for Christ and the souls of 
men, clothed their preaching with an eloquence 
suicido who is rushing headlong from a preci-!and power which wrought wonders, in subdu-
pice the next moment to be dashed in pieces? ing the kingdqpof Satan, and establishing the ! 
No more can he, who is laboring to bring souls reign of righteousness, in the hearts of men. 
to Christ, with correct and adequate views and Far be it from me, however, even to seem to 
impressions of the nature of his calling, look sanction, in what I have said, that exclusively 
on and see them with a moro terrible and fatal hortatory style of preaching, so prevalent in
infatuation, posting their way down to the pit 
of everlasting destruction, without feeling his 
heartburn within him with a desire which will 
prompt to action, vigorous,dcterinined, and un-
ceasing action in their behalf. And this dc-1 recated, than tho other extreme. Feeling is 
sire will especially be manifested in the chris-' not all of religion. Religion, without intelli- 
tian pulpit. It is here that the flame which, gencc,is superstition, and tends to enthusiasm;
at other times is kept as it were smothered in 
his breast, will burst forth in its full strength. 
It is hero that the pent up flood of deep and 
painful omotion, with which he has struggled 
in secret, will gush out in the resistless force of 
its overflowing tide. And the fervent spirit, 
kindling with high and holy ardor and' la­
boring with the intense interest of its message, 
will give vent to its yearnings in the earnest 
exhortation, the solemn warning, the affec­
tionate entreaty and expostulation.
And think you such kind of preaching will 
not bo more acceptable to God, and secure a 
larger share of his favor and blessing than a 
mere formal and lifeless exhibition of the 
truth? But what is the testimony of expe­
rience on this point? Cast your eye for a mo­
ment over the past history of tho Church and 
single out there instances of those whose sin­
gular success carries its own irresistable con­
viction of thcspocial favor of heaven in the 
work of their ministry, and who are they and
what was the character of their ministry?_
Look at St. Paul, who stands out in bold relief,
of the Lord from conquering to conquer 
And to what are we to attribute his astonish­
ing success? Doubtless to the blessing of God, 
through the influences of the Spirit attending 
the preached word. But had tho character of 
the means no influence? Are we to attribute 
nothing to the kind of preaching? nothing to 
that spirit, which, in the strength of its zeal, 
and warmth of its benevolence, and ardor of 
its devotion, was ever ready to exclaim, “as 
though God did beseech you by us, we pray 
you, in Christ’s stead, be ye reconciled to 
God”—which could even say, “I could wish 
myself accursed from Christ, for my brethren, 
my kinsman, according to the flesh;” and 
which, in tho presence of King Agrippa and 
his Court, in the intensity of feeling, prompted 
him to cry out, “1 would to God, that not only 
thou, but all that hear me this day, were not 
only almost, but altogether such as I am. 
except these bonds.” And need I mention 
other instances? Time would fail me, to speak 
of a Luther, a Whitfield, a Venn, a Summer-
somc quarters, and which aims, chiefly, to ex­
cite tho feelings, and rouse tho passions of men, 
without informing the judgment. Such a re­
sult is not less—nay, it is far more to be dep-
and enthusiasm degenerates into fanaticism. 
Hence, ho that aims at nothing more than to 
rouse the feelings, should know that he is 
kindling a flame, which may be destined to 
sweep over the moral vineyard which God hath 
planted in the heart of man, with a resistless 
and destructive energy, leaving it only a deso­
late waste.
llcnce, the preacher’s first and great object, 
doubtless, should be, to enlighten the under­
standing, and convince the judgement, by a 
plain and simple exhibition of the truth. But 
ns the body, without the spirit, is dead, so reli­
gion without feeling, is dead also. The skilful 
artist may almost make the marble speak, and the 
animated form step from the breathing canvass, 
while, alas, the coldness of tho marble, and the 
lifelessncss of the canvass, are there still. 
The gospel must be set forth, not merely as a 
system of the truth, but as the truth,—not phi­
losophical truth to be speculated upon, but as 
the truth of God—tho all important truth upon 
which are suspended the eternal destinies of 
the soul. And as the most important truth
depends, in a great measure, for its efficacy in 
influencing the conductor men, upon the man­
ner in which it is presented, it must be urged 
upon their acceptance, not with an air of 
authority, and a spirit of dictation—not with 
impatience and reproach—not in a tone of an­
ger because men will not “receive the truth 
in the love of it;” but in a spirit of love, and 
a tender concern for their salvation,—with a 
hoart that yearns over their miserable, perish­
ing condition, and weeps for that blindness 
which will not see, and that coldness and indif­
ference which, though it does see, will take no 
pains to avoid the dreadful and inevitable con­
sequences of a life of sin and rebellion against 
God. Oh, if all who have taken, or are about 
to take upon themselves, the vows of ihe holy 
office, thereby assuming the tremendous respon­
sibility of the cure of souls, were animated 
with this spirit, how would souls be seen flock­
ing to Christ, as doves to their windows;—how 
would the vineyard of the Lord flourish, and' 
how soon would even the “wilderness and soli­
tary places be glad, and the desert rejoice, and 
blossom as the rose.” R. G.
CAPE PALMAS.
EPISCOPAL MISSIONS.
(Concluded from page 108.)
It now only remains to give a brief account 
of the present condition of this station. Cape 
Palmas is peculiarly but advantageously situ, 
ated at that point of the coast where, after run­
ning in a south-east direction for several.hun- 
dred miles, it takes a sudden and broad sweep 
to the east. The Cape itself is a high, bold, 
pleasant, and healthy promontory, possess­
ing perhaps the best harbor on the north 
west or windward coast. This is settled by the 
colonists of the Maryland Society. Population 
50(K As wc go on to the main land, we pass 
through a native town of 1500 people. Here, 
one of the Missionaries preaches every other 
Sunday. Two miles beyond, rises the beauti­
ful Mount Vaughan. Here there are sever­
al dwelling houses, school houses, and a chapel 
probably completed. The school contains 
about 50 children, who are making rapid im­
provements in the ways ofcivilized life. This 
is the home of the Missionaries, and the cen­
tral point of their operations. To the south 
east of the mountain,stretches a beautiful sheet 
of water, about 8 miles in extent, and .called 
Shephard’s Lake, which is separated from the 
ocean only by a narrow bank of sand. A few 
hours sail on this will bring us 8 miles to 
Graway on the leeward coast. This is the 
first out-station, and here Mr. Appleby has 
charge of a small school. Four miles beyond 
wc come to Ilalf-Cavally, or Booley. where 
Mr. Bryan conducts a school of native chil­
dren. Passing on six miles further, wc come 
to the town of Grand Cavally, the capital of 
King Baphros country, and lying at the mouth 
of the Cavally River. Here it is intended to 
establish a station as soon as practicable. 
This River stretches far into the interior, 
through a country fertile, picturesque, and 
abounding in all the beautiful variety of Afri­
can productions, and dwelling on its banks, arc 
a great number of tribes, some of which that 
have been heard from are 400 and 500 miles 
from its mouth. If we ascend this river about
40 miles, we shall come to the flourishing and
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populous native town of Dehneh. Here also 
it is intended to station a Missionary as scon ! 
as possible. Both from its physical and na-[
THE GARNER. The elements, though in quality diverse, yet 
do they all accord for the constitution of the 
body uatural: what (should Christians but ac­
cord for the conservation of the Church, which 
Church is a body mystical? We are all sheep
THE SPIRITUAL BUILDING*
........ . .1 The estate of mankind, as they are in soci-
tural advantages, and from its being the point, either of church or kingdom, is in diverse
where the Maryland Avenue, commencing at terms set forth to us in Scripture: sometimes of that fold, whereof Christ is the shepherd;
the Cape, will terminate, it will doubtless be! of a flock, sometimes of husbandry: other-
sn important place in the future history of while, of a building. Ve ore Ws/oct, divers 
‘ . ,, . , . limes in the Psalms. You are God s husbandry,the coloiiv. and of course, ought to be, in the r, . .... , ~wevuiuiij, uuu v . . . \ou are God s budding, both in one verse,
future operations of the Missionaries. Now the style of this text, (The sione which the
This theu is the field in which our devoted builders refused is become the head stone of the ! one Holy Ghost our Sanctifier, that doth adorn 
and self-denying Missionaries are at present , corner, Psal. cxviii. 22) runs in terms of this us all. We are but pilgrims and strangers, 
laboring,—a field which is occupied by roulti-1 las'>, °f bu',ldi“?> ot architecture. For here and we shall one day find, that a peaceable 
b’ .... • v ? . . ' are builders, and here is stone, and a coigne or Christian life, with a good departure from this
tudes ot people, living without hope and wit - corner, nnj a <Op or turret over it. Of this world, shall stand us more in stead than all 
out God in the world, a people crafty, cruel,< spiritual building, we ali are stones: and (which t the world besides —Sutton’s Disce Mori, A. D. 
debased, grossly vicious and superstitious, is strange) we all are builders too: To be 1600. 
what religion they have consisting in the dis- buih> aud t0b°th stonesi in [eSard of 
gusting worship of Devils. Here is indeed frame ug? and we to guffer them- Builders, in 
the dominion of Satan, here he emphatically , regard of ourselves first: then, such as are 
rules with a rod of iron. Year after year, committed to us, by bond, either of duty, or 
from generation to generation, thousands and, charity; every one being (as St. Chrysostom
.... ... u • u«i«i:ii __ m__saith well) of those under his charge to makemillions of the poor benighted chi dren orHam i „ . . . -. j . iiuiiiiuuovji I..V , b God an hoUSC. As stones, it is said to us by
for aught we know, are going down to eternal | gt Peter, ye iui/t up or framed. As build- 
destruction the victims of his insatiable mal-'ers, it is said to us, first, by St. Jude, Build 
Verily ‘-darkness covers the land, and yourselves in your most holy faith. Then, by
we are all stones of that building, whereof he 
is the corner-stone; we are all branches of that 
vine, whereof he is the stock: wo have but one 
God for our father, that created us all; one 
Christ Jesus our Saviour, that redeemed us all;
ice.
But from the 
we hear an
St. Paul, Edify ye, or build ye one another. Be 
built, by obedience and conformity. Build 
yourselves, by increase in virtue and good
THE HIGHEST PATTERN.
As it will raise our endeavor high to look on 
the highest patterns, so it will lay our thoughts 
low concerning ourselves. Men compare them­
selves with men, and readily with the worst, 
and flatter themselves with that comparative 
betterness. This is not the way to see our 
spots, to look into the muddy streams of pro­
fane men’s lives; but look into the clear foun­
tain of the word, and there we may both dis­
cern and wash them. Consider the infinite ho­
liness of God, and this will humble us to the 
dust. When Isaiah saw the glory of the Lord,works. Build another, by good example and and heard the him cry Hol hoJ holy
wh/Jnomnn nvIinrtnhAn I hr* chnrt lfl • I hie- . . . - . . r
gross darkness the people.” 
midst of this moral wilj|crn 
earnest and beseeching voice, sounding across 
the waters, and crying 
eyes, and look on the fields, for they are white
already to harvest. Then send us men, right 
men, whose meat it is to do the will of their 
heavenly Father, and to finish his work, who 
can labor in season and out of season in this 
field, to break down the kingdom of Satan, and j 
build up tho kingdom of Righteousness.” And 
shall this voice not be heard and answered? or 
shall it pass by us unheeded as tho idle wind?
“Behold,lift up your i holesome exhortation. The short is: This- 
is to be our study, all; if we be but ourselves,' 
every one, in himself, and of himself, to build 
God an Oratory. If we have an household of 
them, to build Him a Chapel. If a larger cir-1 
cuit, then a Church. If a country or kingdom, 
then a Basilika, or Metropolitan Church: which 
is properly, the Prince’s Building.—Bishop An-1 
drews.
he cried out of his own and the people’s un­
holiness, “Woe is me, for I am undone, for I 
am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the 
midst of a people of unclean lips; for mine 
eyes have seen the King, the Lord of Hosts.”
DIVINE GOODNESS.
It is observable how God’s goodness strives 
with man’s refractoriness. Man would sit 
IMPROPRIETIES IN PUBLIC WORSHIP. ■ down at ,his wor,d—God bids him sell it, and 
The following anecdote from the Countess a better; just as a father, who hath
Huntingdon’s Life and Times, is well worthy the m h's band an apple, and a piece of gold under 
1 it; the child comes; and, with pulling, gets the
Shall we still go on slumbering and shutting 
our eyes to the magnitude of that debt which! attention of Clergymen, Borne of whom we doubt
..... ~,n nonni- rmv not occasionally lay themselves open to a rebuke, we owe to Africa, and which we can never pay, . , J
, , , similar to the one given by the British Roscius:—till her long lost sons arc restored to her arms, *
. ... b, • . i i r i ' Garrick and Dr. Stonhouse.—Dr. Stonhouse
and till we have-carrie t le won o o< to j .g saj(j ^ave onc o(- moS| correct
every family within her borders? Blessed be , and elegant preachers in the kingdom. When 
the name of the Lord, that voice has not been
unheeded. The set time has come to favor 
Africa. Already we behold a beacon light 
kindled on her dark shores. It is as yet, in­
deed, faint and feeble. But how should we 
hope and pray and labor that the time may 
soon come when instead of this dim light, this 
hovering star, the Sun of Righteousness shall 
arise with healing in his wings over all her 
dark borders, when, instead of the slave ship, 
which, like the shark that is wont to accom­
pany it,now prowls along her harbors, in quest 
of human prey, the bark of the Christian sailor .
he entered into holy orders, he took occasion ; °eienf 
to profit by his acquaintance with Garrick, to 
procure from him some valuable instructions 
in elocution. Being once engaged to read 
prayers, and to preach, at a church in the city, 
he prevailed upon Garrick to go with him.
After tho service, the British Roscius asked 
the Doctor what particular business he had to 
do when the duty was over? “None,” said the 
other. “1 thought you had, (said Garrick) on 
seeing you enter the reading desk in such a 
hurry.” “Nothing (added he) can be more 
indecent than to see a clergyman set about sa­
cred business as if he was a tradesman, and go 
into the church as if he wanted to get out of it
apple out of his father's haud; his father bids 
him throw it away, and he will give him the 
gold for it, which the child utterly refusing, 
eats it, and is troubled with worms; so is the 
carnal and wilful man with the worm of the 
in this world, and the worm of con­
science in the next.—Herbert.
THANKFULNESS.
That our present happiness may appear to 
be the greater and we the more thankful for 
it, I will beg you to consider with me, how 
many do even at this very time lie under the 
torments of the stone, the gout, and other 
pains which we are free from. And every 
misery that we miss is a new mercy, and there­
fore let us be thankful.— Walton.
j as soon as possible.” He next asked the Doc- 
shall be seen floating along her palmy coast,; tor “What books he had in the desk before 
freighted with the fruits of peace and civiliza- j him?” “Only the Bible and Prayer-book.” 
tion, when the peaceful cottage of the chris- "Only the bible and Prayer-book, (replied the
,.r. ..I. . „ player,) why you tossed them backwards andtianized African shall bo seen where now are J. J .forwards, and turned the leaves as carelessly 
the thrones of the petty tyrants of Africa sur-. ag jp jhey were those of a day-book and ledger.” 
rounded withjheaps of human skulls,—when the The Doctor was wise enough to see the force 
temples of science and religion shall be plant- of these observations, and ever after avoided 
ed in every valley and on every hill top, when J tbo faults they were designed to reprove, 
this moral desert shall blossom as the rose, and
HARMONY.
It is said of Aristides, when he perceived the 
open scandal likely to arise, by reason of the 
contention sprung up between him and Themis- 
tocles, that he besought Themistocles mildly af­
ter this manner: Sir, we both are no mean men 
in this commonwealth, our dissension will 
prove no small offence to many; good Themis­
tocles, let us be as one, and if we must needs 
strive, let us strive who shall excel the other 
in virtue and love.
Scripture Knowledge.—Let no man, upon 
a weak conceit of sobriety, or an ill-applied 
moderation, think or maintain that a man can 
search too far, or be too well studied in the 
book of God’s word; rather let men endeavor 
to endless progress or proficiency therein.— 
Bacon.
‘Ethiopia shall indeed stretch out her hands 
unto God.” R.
God is usually pleased to connect injunctions 
in the same sentence, ns it were, with privi­
leges; and in reading his sacred word, our 
feeble faith is often sustained by finding obedi­
ence set forth, not only as a bounden duty, but 
as a source of the highest blessedness.—Rcr. 
S. C. Wilks.
Gratitude is like the incense of the Jewish 
priest, which, while it did an honor to God, 
did likewise regale with its own fragrance the 
person by whom it was offered.
Truth is the only seed from which real holi­
ness or happiness can grow; and unless seed 
be sown, we cannot expect a crop.
When Jesus only wept at the grave of Laza­
rus, they said, “Behold how he loved him.” 
With how much more force may wo, who see 
his agony in the garden, and his sufferings on 
the cross, exclaim, Behold how he loved us, 
even unto death!—Dr. Nevins.
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Lbxt.—The attention of our readers will have 
been drawn, wo truit, to the questions and remarks 
upon the ‘First Lesson,’ published weekly, upon 
our last page. If so, the last three numbers will 
have suggested reflections and inquiries appropri­
ate to this interesting season. “In regard to its 
practical benefits, (says TkeChvrch) we may take 
an example from ‘the children of this world,’ who, 
in their search after wealth, pleasure, power, or 
fame, manifest more zeal, more fortitude, more pa­
tience, and more perseverance, than even ‘the chil­
dren of light,’ the professed followers of the bles­
sed Jesus. By them, winter’s cold and summer's 
heat, the rain and the tempest, the peril* of the 
wilderness and the dangers of the sea, hunger and 
thirst, toil and nakedness, watchfulness and pain­
fulness, are all cheerfully endured for the accom­
plishment of their fnvorite schemes. Contempla­
tion, study, self-denial, are accounted by the vota­
ries of the world necessary for the successful pros­
ecution ot their plans. For the sake of ‘heaping 
up riches,’ while he ‘cannot tell who shall gather 
them,' the miser will forego the comforts, the con­
venience, and even the necessities of existence; 
the devotee of earthly business will 'rise up early 
and late take rest and eat the bread of careful­
ness,’ in order to advance his interests; and for hit 
envied honors, it would be hard to recapitulate the 
mortifications and the acts of self-denial which the 
votary of ambition and the aspirant for human 
tamo will undergo. From their example, in a 
mean and often a fruitless pursuit, let the Christian 
learn a lesson while he toils and struggles for on 
eternal inheritance and a 'crown of glory that fa- 
deth not awny.’
“To the pious Christian, in his aspirations for 
the heavenly inheritance and the fadeless crown, 
the season of abstinence appointed by the Church, 
is one of the auxiliaries that he needs. But he 
looks not upon it as an essential of religion, but 
as a help to the performance of its proper acts,— 
to the mortifying and subduing of criminal appe­
tites and passions, and to the spiritualizing of the 
soul; not regarding ‘one day or one meat as holier 
or cleaner (ban another,' but choosing on certain 
days and at certain seasons to adopt such absti­
nence as may serve to ‘keep the body under, and
bring it into subjection.’ Viewing it in this light,— 
considering the practice of the devout and holy in 
every age of the Church of God,—observing the 
divine and the apostolic sanction of such acts of 
penitence and self-denial,—and respecting the au­
thority of tho Church which has ‘power to decree 
such rites and ceremonies’ for our spiritual edifica­
tion, he may feel and say of the Fast of Lent as 
said the Lord by his prophet, ‘Is not this the fast 
that I have chosen?’
“In regard to the manner of employing this sea- 
aon, we cannot offer a better recommendation tnan 
this of the excellent Mr. Nelson:—‘Some part 
ought to be spent in fasting; more in abstinence, 
according to the circumstances of his health and 
outward condition in the world; and this with a 
design to deny and punish himself, and to express 
his humiliation before God for his past transgres­
sions. The ornament of attire maybe laid aside, 
as improper to express the sense of mourners, and
the frequency of receiving and paying visits may 
be interrupted, as unseasonable, when our minds 
are oppressed with sorrow. Public assemblies for 
pleasure sod diversion should be avoided as ene­
mies to that seriousness we now profess. Our re­
tirements should be filled with reading pious dis­
courses, and with frequent prayer, and with exam­
ining the state of our minds. The public devo­
tion should be constantly attended, and those in­
structing exhortations from the pulpit, which, are 
so generally established in many Churches in this 
season. We should be liberal in our alms, and 
very ready to employ ourselves in all opportunities 
of relieving either the temporal or spiritual wants 
of our neighbors. And we should frequently ex­
ercise ourselves in the meditation of divine sub­
jects, the best means to make ail discourses from 
the press and the pulpit, effectual to our salva­
tion.’ ”
The extent of our obligation to the missionary j 
spirit and enterprise of the Church of England, is 
very inadequately appreciated. The honored name 
of Robert Boyle is associated with her earliest
efforts to send the gospel through the accredited 
agencies of the Church, to this country. Indeed, 
the most illustrous British names have, since the 
first establishment of the Society for tl\e Propaga­
tion of the gospel in Foreign Parts, been 
identified with the missionary yuse, as recognised 
and set forward in heathen and Christian lands by 
the large and noble interprize of the Church of 
England.
For the following paragraphs we are indebted 
to the Appendix of the Charge of Dr. Dealtry to 
which we have had occasion in a former number of 
our paper to refer.
Early spirit or missions in tub Church of 
England.—At the period of the Reformation, the 
great men, who, by God’s blessing, purified the 
Church of England from those errors and super-, 
stitions with which, in the course of ages, Popery 
had but too effectually corrupted it, had no leisure [ 
to think of foreign missions, nor any means to 
conduct them. The establishment of the truth, 
and the free use of the gospel, in this country, 
were not accomplished without calling for all their 
energies, and, in man)’ cases, not without the sa-I 
crilice of their lives.
Neither can we be much surprised if we hear 
little, for a considerable time, of any general 
efforts for the conversion of heathena. The ear- ' 
liest mention which I find of a combined move­
ment of thia description is the “Ordinance of 
Parliament,’’ dated “July 18, 1649.” By this 
Ordinance, a “corporation was to be created, in j
perpetual succession, to be called by the name 
the President and Society for the Propagation of 
the Gospel in *Vcw England, to receive and dis­
pose of monies in 6uch manner as shall best and 
principally conduce to the preaching and propagat­
ing the gospel amongst the natives, and for the 
maintenance of schools and nurseries of learning 
for the education of the children of the natives; 
for which purpose a general collection was op- 
p in ted to be made, in and through ail the coun­
ties, cities, to wns, and parishes, of England and 
Wales, for a charitable contribution, to be us the 
foundation of so pious and great an undertaking.’’ 
The Parliament had, doubtless, been stimulated in 
this work of Christian benevolence, by the exem­
plary labors, and success of John Eliot1, commonly 
called the apostlo of the Indians, and of his pious 
coadjutors. With the sums thus collected, lands 
were purchased, to the value of between five and 
six hundred pounds a year, and settled in a corpo­
ration of citizens of London. Upon the restora­
tion of Charles the Second, the corporation, to 
which this estate was intrusted, “being dead in 
law, Colonel Bedingfield, a Papist, who had sold 
an estate of £322 per annum, which had been
settled for the use of it. re.pnssessed himself ofit, 
and at the same time refused to pay back the mo­
ney which he had received for it.” Mr. Boyle 
having “used his interest with Lord Chancellor 
Clarendon to prevent this act of injustice, and the 
corporation being revived, in 1661, by an express 
charter, he was made governor of it; and the es­
tate, which had been detained by Bedingfield, wa» 
restored to the corporation by the Chancellor's de­
cree.’’—Birch’s Life of Robert Boyle.
To this institution North America wns chiefly 
indebted for the means of publishing, and that with­
in four years after its establishment, the transla­
tion of the Scripturos, by Eliott, into the Indian 
language:—“The only Bible,’’ 6ays Millar, “that 
was ever printed in America since the creation of 
the world.’’—Propagation of the Gospel, vol. ii. 
3rd edition.
A copy of it, dedicated to the King, now in the 
cathedral library of Winchester, iuforras us on 
the title page, that it was “Ordered to be printed 
by the Commissioners of the United Colonies in 
New England, at the charge, «nd with the con­
sent of the Corporation in England, for the Pro­
pagation of the Gospel amongst the Indians in 
New England;’’ und the Preface tells his Majesty, 
that “the present poverty of these plantations 
could not have accomplished this work, had not the 
forementioned bounty of England lent relief; nor 
could that have continued to us in stead, without 
the influence of your royal favor and authority, 
whereby the corporation there for propagating the 
Gospel among these natives, hath been established 
and encouraged: whose labor of love, care, and 
faithfulness in that trust must ever be remembered 
with honor.” This society is to be considered as 
a private corporation; it had a specific object, was 
limited to a number of members not exceeding 
forty-five, and was in the nature of a trust for the 
right appropriation of the estates, which belong to 
it. It still exists, and continues to lend its aid to 
specific Christian objects, both in America and the 
West ladies.—For the Charter, see Birch’s Life 
of Boyle.
But though we are not to speak of this institu­
tion. as either embracing very extensive objects, or 
of calling forth general exertion)1; yet is it grati­
fying to observe in it the evidence of a desire on 
the part of some distingui.-hed individuals to pro­
mote the knowlege ofthe Gospel; and to a church­
man it must also be a matter of satisfaction to see 
how intimately it was associated with the Church 
of Engiand, just raised from her degradation. To 
that Churcii belonged the honored name of Robert 
Boyle, the first President of the Society; and well 
may he be ranked among the noblest of her sons. 
In telling, indeed, of the Christian deeds of this 
great man—of his becoming a director of the East 
India Company, only that he might contribute 
more effectively .by his influence to introduce 
Christianity into India—of his causing the Gos­
pels and the Acts to be translated into Malay, and 
printed at his own expense—of his obtaining a 
translation of the Bible into Irish, and the publi­
cation of it at a large cost to himself—of his ren­
dering a like service to Wales—of his assisting in 
the printing ol the second edition of Eliot’s Bible 
to the Indians, by a most liberal donation—of his 
settling an annual salary fur sonic learned divine 
to preach several sermons every year, in vindica­
tion of Christianity, and with a special view to the 
propagation of the gospel in foreign parts, &.c.— 
in speaking of these munificent acts, and of the 
spirit which they indicate, we must not imagine 
that there were many who resembled him. But, 
doubtless, there were in the Church, of which he 
was so bright an ornament, some individual^ of a 
kindred spirit, and it is impossible that such a man 
should pursue his splendid course, without inspir­
ing with a degree of congenial ardor, other Chris­
tians, who either beheld his example or dwelt with­
in the sphere of his influence. And we are not 
left wholly without witness ofthe existence of such 
a disposition. We find it, as to individuals, in 
Sir Lionel Jenkins, in 1685, who founded two 
Fellowships in Oxford, the possessors of which 
were to take upon them orders of priesthood, and 
go to sea in his Majesty’s fleet; or, when called by 
the Bishop of Londoo, to proceed to any of his
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Maiest?** plantations, and thore take an them the 
„,re ofwwltt. Such also were those good men, I 
who, after the expiration ol a few years, united | 
to institute the great religious societies, o( which 
I shall shortly speak. And we have proof that 
these feelings were not confined to a few individ­
uals* they affected communities of men . entries i 
remain to this day in the books of some of our 
parish churches, which show that the attention of 
congregations was turned, ns occasion required, to 
like enterprises of Christian charity.
Junior Exhibition or Kenton College.—The 
Orations and Poem of the Junior Class of Kenyon j 
College, were listened to, by a large audience, on 
Wednesday, the 18th inst. We have seldom 
been more highly gratified by college exercises of j 
this nature. The order of exercises is subjoined. 
PRAYER.
MUSIC.
1. Oratijn—Downfall of Error, Milton Elli­
ott, Washington, D. C.
2. Oration—Prospects of Texas, Rowland 
E. Trowbridgk, Troy, Mich.
MUSIC.
3. Oration—Influence of the study of Nature 
im Character, ’Edward A. Gause, Montgomery, 
Ala.
4. Oration—Disasters of Poland, Sidnf.t C. I 
Lono, Princess Anne, Md.
5. Oration—Pioneers of the West, \\ illiam 
Drwalt, Canton.
music.
6. Oration — Character of Bishop White, 
IRiciiardson Graham, Philadelphia, Pa.
7. Oration—The Revelations of Geology, 
William C. Frbncu, Rochester, N. Y.
8. Oration—Italy, Tuomas M. Kank, Louis­
ville, Ky.
MUSIC.
9. Oration—“Happiness our Being’s End and 
Aim,” Hbnrt Calhoun, Litchfield, Conn.
10. Oration—Solitude, Franklin B. Sain, 
Utica.
music.
11. Oration—Infidel Writers, *Etuan Av-{ 
LBN. Jr., Dayton.
12. Oration—Character of Isabella, Richard 
Ridoklt, Mount Vernon.
13. Poem—Jerusalem, Edwin B. Hale, Glat- 
tvnbury, Ct.
MUSIC.
14. Oration—Power and Extent of Political 
Delusion, Albert B. Buttles, Columbus.
15. Oration—Influence of Poetry upon Char- I 
acter, Ira D. French, Cincinnati.
MUSIC.
* Excused on account of ill health.
+ Absent from College.
Visitations or Bishop McIlvaine.—The Bi- j 
shop will visit the parish of
All Saints’, Portsmouth, on Sunday, 29lh inst.
St. Luke’s, Marietta, Wednesday, April 1st;
St. Paul’s, Chillicothe, Sunday, April 5fh;
St. Philips, Circleville, Wednesday, April 8th;
Christ’s Church, Dayton, Sunday, April 12tli;
Christ’s Church and St. Paul’s, Cincinnati, on 
Good Friday and Easter Sunday.
Preparatory Schools of Kenyon College.— 
The importance and attraction of these two Branches 
of our Diocesan Institution cannot fail to be appre­
ciated by all who value sound and adequate instruc­
tion preparatory to the college course, or to bu6i 
nets. We invite the attention of our readers to
the foliowiog advertisement of the Bishop of the 
Diocese, a part of wiiich appeared iti our columns 
last week.
The commencement of & new organization and ar- 
laugemenl of the Preparatory Branches of Kenyon Col­
lege, suggests a new advertiseaieut to those who are at- 
ready acquainted with the sain*, and (or the information 
of those to whom the advantages afforded at this insli- 
tution, for education preparatory to a college course, as 
well as with reference Io otaer objects, may not be 
known.
The Preparatory Schools of Kenyon College aie two, 
Senior and Junior; separate from each other entirely in 
residence, instructors, association, expenses, Ac. The 
division has reference, not to the grade of instruction, 
but to the age, and to the domestic and parental care or­
dinarily required for pupils beneath a certain advance­
ment in years, which is not necessary for those beyond it.
Both branches are alike connected with the Faculty of 
Kenyon College, under Ihe particular care of its Brest, 
deni, and the superintendence of the Bishop of the Prot­
estant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio, whose 
residence is at Gambier.
No situation can propose greater inducements than 
Gambier, in icspect to entire healthiness. Ils position is 
high, and remarkably free from any thing like local dis­
eases. In point of quietness, and freedom from sur­
rounding temptations to evil haoits, the relative situation 
of Kenyon College and its branches is peculiar, being 
in the centre of a large tract of land, extending a mile 
and a half in each direction, which, as the property of 
the corporation, is held under its own exclusive control.
Milnor Hall, or Junior Preparatory Schooi-----The ,,
spacious edifice appropriated to this department, (now ! 
about to undergo a thorough repair, in preparation for 
the next term,) is situated nearly a half mile from the 
College, on a beautiful eminence, which furnishes the 
best opportunities for healthy, athletic exercises. Be­
sides the accommodations allotted to the Associate Prin- J 
cipals, the Matron, Ac., this building is sufficiently 
commodious for the dormitories, and other accommoda­
tions, required for about 80 pspils. It is furnished with 
a well selected library, containing nearly GOO volumes.
After the 16th of the present month, (March,) Milnor 
Hall will be under the immediate chhrge of the Rev. 
Alfred Black, and the Rev. Norman Badgbr, as Asso­
ciate Principal. These gentlemen are Presbyters of the I 
Protestant Episcopal Church, and experienced as in- j 
struclors of youth. Such additional instruction will be 
furnished as the number of papils may require. Parents, i 
in cominilliug their childrea to the care of the above 
named Principals, may feel assured, not only of their 
sound and efficient iusiruition, but of the most affec­
tionate attention to their morals, manners, and happi­
ness, and a diligent effort to furnish them with as good 
a substitute, as possible, in utLncss, as well as in health, 
for the comforts of home. One of the Principals, is ’ 
married—both will reside with the pupils and have no 
oihei table than theirs. An experienced, kind, careful 
Matron is provided, to whoir. is committed die charge of 
the clothing, and who is tie nurse in sickness. The 1 
morning and evening worshis of the Hall, is confined to. 
its own inmates. The Sumhy worship is attended by ' 
the pupils, in charge of their instructors, at the College [ 
Chapel. Special attention will be given, as heretofore, ' 
to train them in religious kncwled^e, through the study 
of the Holy Scriptures and the Catechism of the Pro­
testant Episcopal Church. The great effort will always 
be, to combine the advantages of a well-ordered Chris­
tian family, with those of an efficient Institute of ele­
mentary and classical instruction.
Admission.—Boys received over 10, and under 15years 
of age.
Studies.—Orthography, Reading, Penmanship, Arith­
metic, Book-Keeping, Geography, English Grammar 
and Composition, Elocution, Latin, Greek, Sacred j 
Music, the Catechism, the Holy Scriptures, and what­
ever else may be necessary n preparation for a college 
course—though the school it not confined to pupils pre­
paring for College.
Text Books.—Emerson*! First and Second Class I 
Book; Malle Brim’s and Oiney’s Geography; Davies’ j 
Arithmetic; Smith's Engli^i Grammar; Andrew’s’ and i 
Stoddard’s Latin Grammar- Jacob's Latin Reader; An- j 
thon's Cnssar; Anthon's Ccero's Select Orations; Vir- | 
gil; Anthon’s Greek Gramnar; Jacob's Greek Reader; 1 
Hale’s History of the Univd States; Bible, and Cate- ■ 
chism in the Book of Comtion Prayer.
Term Time.—The Anmal Comurencement of the | 
College is on the first Weaiesday of August. A vaca­
tion of eight weeks, in all departments, ensues. The ! 
Fall and Winter Term folows, and continues twenty-1 
four weeks. The Summer Perm ends at the Commence- [ 
ment.
The next term begins on Wednesday, April 15.
Pupils, whose friends wbIi them to remain during va­
cations, will receive a parial course of instruction, under 
the same regulations as in term time.
Expenses.— For board, (inclusive of vacations) tuition, 
room rent, bed and beddng, washing, fuel, lights, and 
Physician's attendance, ,er annum, §12(1; incidental 
expenses, from ,C2 to $3: each term payable in advance.
In addition to the abore, §5 must be deposited with 
the Treasurer, at the coinnencement of each term, for 
contingent expenses, sucn as books, stationary, mend­
ing, Ac.: the balance, if any, to be refunded at tbe end 
of each term.
Pocket-money must be deposited with the Rev. Mr. 
Blake.
It is expected that mmey be deposited, in advance, I
with the Treasurer of the College, to meet all expenses 
of clothing, Ac.
Letters should be addressed to the Rev. Alfred Blake. 
Gambier, Ohio.
Bknior Preparatory School__ Thia department will,
hereafter, be conducted by John Kendrick, A. M., Pro- 
fessor of Greek. Ac., in Kenyon College, assisted by a Tu­
tor, whose whole time will be devoted to the school. Tbe 
former, besides a general responsibility for tbe depart- 
ment, will conduct the classical instruction.
Students, in this branch, reside in the College build­
ing, attend daily prayers, and Chapel on Sunday, and 
are subject to the same rules of order, as College stu­
dents. They provide their own furniture, fuel, lights, 
Ac. They have access to the College library and to 
those of the literary societies of the College. For such 
as are preparing for College, a regular course of study 
is provided. Those not intended for admission to Col­
lege, may pursue any branch of study, usually provided 
in tbe best High Schools. All are required to pursue a 
regular course of instruction in the Holy Scriptures.
Admission.—None admitted into this department who 
have not completed their I5lh year.
Col'kbe of Studies.—English Grammar; Arithmetic; 
Ancient and Modern Geography; Latin and Greek Lan­
guages; Book-Keeping; Algebra: Geometry; Trigo­
nometry; Surveying; Natural Philosophy; Chemistry! 
Rhetoric; Composition; Declamation, and the Holy 
Scriptures.
Terms and Vacations.—See those of xMiloor Hall.
Expensis:
Tuilion, per annum.............................................. §30 00
Board, per week,..................................................1 50
Room rent, per annum, - - from §4 00 to 6 00
Library charge, per annum, .... GO 
Attendance of College Physician in term time, - 2 00 
At the commencement of every term, each student 
must deposit with the Treasurer $2, to pay for dama­
ges which may be done by students to the College build­
ings during the term—the balance, if any, to be refun. 
ded, at the close of the term.
Text Books.—Smith's English Grammar: Davies’ 
Arithmetic; Andrews' and Stoddard's Latin Grammar; 
Jacob's Latin Reader; Virgil; Anthon's Cicero's Select 
Orations; Anthon's Greek Grammar; Jacob's Greek 
Reader; Greek Testament; Conversations on Natural 
Philosophy; Conversations on Chemistry; Davies' First 
Lessons in Algebra; Davies’ Sutveying and Mensura­
tion; Legendre's Geometry and Trigonometry.
Letters, concerning this Department, may be addres- 
sed to John Kendrick, Professor, Ac., Gambier, Ohio.
Rules applying to all departments.—Testimonials of 
good moral character are, in all cases, required; and 
twenty weeks from the datcof admission will be a season 
of probation, during which the Faculty will judge, from 
the deportment and diligence of a student, whether it 
be expedient that he remain at the Institution.
Tuition bills, in all departments, must be paid to the 
Treasurer of tbe Institution, before students will be per­
mitted to recite.
CHARLES P. McILVAINE, D. D.,
Bishop of the Prot. Episcopal Church 
in the Diocese if Ohio.
Gambier, March 12, 1840.
Ordination by Bisho? Meade.—On Friday 
evening, at Christ Church, Alexandria, E. C. 
Hutchinson was admitted to the order of deacon, 
sermon by the Bishop; candidate pfL*6ented by the 
Rev. Mr. Dana.
The Rev. William N. Pendleton, has taken Let­
ters of Dismission from the Diocese of Delaware 
to that ofVirginia.
The Rev. Oliver Shaw was admitted to the 
Holy Order of Priests, by the Bishop of this dio­
cese, at St. James’ Church, Philadelphia, on Wed­
nesday morning last.— Epis. Rec.
»
OBITUARY..
We announce with deep emotions of sorrow the 
death of Mr. James C. Hulme, formerly a candi­
date for orders in our Church, and one of the fa­
culty of Bristol College. His health had failed so 
much that more than two years.since he withdrew 
hi9 name from the list of candidates iu this diocese 
under the conviction that lie should not be able to 
enter upon the work of the ministry. He has 
been gradually sinking from that time in a con­
sumption, until Saturday last the 29:h of Feb. 
when be departed this life about 4 o'clock, A. M. 
He was buried on Monday, the 2d inst. from his 
father’s house, in Burlington, N. J. where he died. 
His exemplary character requires far more from us 
than this notice of his death, and we shall take' 
an early opportunity to furnish the testimony whic?) 
his excellence meri'ed.—Epis. Rrc.
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BREAD JN THE WILDERNESS, 
ir mrs. tiiovitxir.
A voice amid the desert!
Not of him,
Who in rough garmeuta clad, aud locust-fed,
Cried to the sinful multitude, and claimed 
Fruits of repentance, with the lifted scourge 
Of terror and reproof. A milder guide,
With gentler tones, doth teach the listening throng. 
Benignant pity moved him, as he saw 
The shepherdless and poor. He knew to touch 
The springs of every nature. The high love 
Of Heaven, he humbled to the simplest child,
And in the guise of parable allured
The sluggish mind, to follow truth and life.
They whom the thunders of the Law had stunn d, 
Woke to the Gospel’s melody, with tears,
And the glad Jewish mother, held her babe 
High in her arras, that her young eye might greet 
Jesus of Nazareth.
It was so still,
Tho* thousands cluster’d there, that not a sound 
Brake the strong spell of elequence, which held 
The wilderness in chains; save, now and then,
As the gale freshen’d, came the murmur'd speech 
Of distant billows, chafing with the shores 
Of the Tiberian sea.
Day wore apace,
Noon hasted, and the lengthening shadows brought 
The unexpected eve. They linger’d still,
Eyes fix’d, and lips apart:—the very breath 
Constrain’d, lest some escaping sigh might break 
The tide of knowledge sweeping o’er their souls,
Like a strange raptur’d dream. They heeded not 
The spent sun, closing at the curtain’d west 
His burning journey. What was time to them,
Who heard entranc'd the Eternal Word of Lifef 
But the weak flesh grew weary. Hunger came 
Sharpening each feature, and to faintuess drain’d 
Life’s vigorous fount. The holy Saviour felt 
Compassion for them. His disciples press 
Care-stricken to his side. ‘Where shall we find 
Bread, in this desert?*
Then, with lifted eyes 
He bless’d, and brake, the slender store of food,
And fed the famish'd thousands. Wondering awe,
With renovated strength inspired their souls,
As gazing on the miracle, they mark’d 
The gather’d fragments of their feast, and heard 
Such heavenly words, as lip of mortal man 
Had never utter’d.
Thou, whose pitying heart 
Team’d o’re the countless miseries of those 
Whom thou did’st die to save, touch thou our souls 
With the so me spirit of untiring love;
Divine Redeemer! may our fellow men 
Howe'er by rank or circumstance disjoin'd,
Be as a brother, in his hour of need.
-------- 0---------
PROPOSED MISSION TO THE SYRIAN 
CHRISTIANS OF MESOPOTAMIA.
•L’orawtmiwtwn from the Rev. H. Southgate, addressed 
to the Eortign Committee.
( Concluded from page 110. J
Such a condition of things must be re­
garded as a very favorable indication. It 
shows not only that the Mussulmans will be 
affected by efforts among the Christians, as a 
natural consequence of their intimacy with 
them, but proves that tlierc are tiot the same 
prejudices as elsewhere to encounter in at­
tempting to benefit the Mussulmans directly. 
In most other places missionary operations 
among the Christians are hardly noticed, are 
hardly indeed known by the Mohammedans. 
Here they would infallibly be brought to tlieir 
notice, ami it would be no matter of surprise 
if they were seen themselves demanding in­
struction as soon as they saw the advantages 
enjoyed by the Christians. It is a very im­
portant fact to be remarked in this connec­
tion, that the common language of the Mus­
sulmans and Christians in Mesopotamia is the 
same. It is Arabic, and for the most part 
neither Mussulmans nor Christians can speak 
any other. The same books of instruction 
would therefore serve for both people.
Another reason in favor of the proposed 
mission is to he fourd in the civil condition of 
the country. Now, for the first time through 
a long series of years, the great difficulty in 
the way of entering the field commended to 
vour attention is removed. But a few years 
ago the whole region of which I speak was 
the seat of anarchy. Predatory chieftains 
were fixed in strong places over the country, 
and in the very city to which I have pointed 
your attention. Lawful rule and security 
were unknown. The roads were impassable 
without powerful escorts, and even then the 
traveller was compelled to submit to endless 
extortions. Robberies and murders were of 
constant occurrence. Now every thing has 
changed. No part of Turkey is more safe. 
There remains not one of the robber chief­
tains of the land. The whole country, when 
I passed through it, was under the peaceful 
authority of a pasha appointed by the sultan.
I cannot hut regard this change as an indica­
tion of Providence that the time to bless this 
land of the patriarchs has come.
Another motive which should operate 
strongly upon us is, that the Mesopotamian 
churches are Episcopal churches-, in external 
institutions, resembling our own. I still re­
member the great pleasure which I had in 
describing our Church both to Syrians and 
Chaldeans, and the manifest gratification 
which they evinced at the resemblances dis­
covered. These resemblances would form a 
tie of affection and confidence stronger than 
could otherwise exist. It would prove that 
we desire no outward change in them. It
would open the way to a correspondence he- sign of recommending a mission to the Jacoh-
tween these churches and our own, and would
'secure, I think, the co-operation of their pat­
riarch and bishops with our missionaries. In 
this most promising field we should have 
probably the best opportunity for carrying 
out those principles of action which I for­
merly suggested for onr mission in Constan-
tinople. As there is less of corruption in the if both should be established. It was the
Jacobite Church, so we might form with it a 
more intimate connexion. There is also lit- 
, tie, if any, of prejudice against foreign Chris- 
j tians. Our missionaries, morover, would be 
placed in the most favorable circumstances 
for gaining access to the Jacobite prelates. It
is for us unfortunate that the great major- should he occupied by the Episcopal Church 
ity of missionaries with whom the Greeks es of England and America, and what pros­
have been acquainted, arc memliers of non- pect could he more interesting and encour- 
episcopal denominations. The first mission- aging than that of the two churches—the 
aries in the Levant were of this character, mother and daughter—sending forth their 
and the few Episcopalians who have followed combined influence over such a region as the 
them have been supposed to be of the same partiarclial lands of Mesopotamia and As-
cliaracter. The Greeks make no distinction 
lietween the missionaries among them, hut 
imagine that they all belong to one body. 
Nor is it strange that it should he so, since 
we have not as yet in reduced ourselves as an 
Episcopal Church to the Greek bishops. 
But in Mesopotamia we have an untried field.
syriaf
As Episcopalians we have undoubtedly 
peculiar facilities and advantages for mission­
ary labor among the Eastern Christians. 
But if we have superior facilities, we have 
thereby superior obligations. And even if it 
were not so, the simple fact that the Syrian 
No missionaries of othei denominations have Church is an Episcopal Church, a church de- 
preceded us. No prejidice has grownup riving its origin, like our own, from the apos- 
against missionaries in general. We can, we ties, should awaken among us a deep sym- 
ought to go forward aid begin our effort pathy in its behalf. Could I lielieve that 
there, by introducing tie Episcopal Church there was any one among us zealous only for 
of America to the Jaobite patriarch and the external institutions of the Church, I 
bishops. We should commence by declar- would address him in that behalf, and appeal 
ing, in open conference our designs, and to him by his veneration and love for these 
offering the sympathy acd aid of the Amer- institutions, and by the union of interest 
ican Church. For this purpose our mision- which they must create, to extend hissympa- 
aries should carry proper credentials from our thy and his prayers to his Episcopal brethren 
presiding bishop, or from the house of bishops.! of the East
--------------------------- '---I-'-.' . . , .—J----
Another reason why we should gain a more 
ready access to the clergy of the Jacobite 
Church, and to the people generally, is, that 
the same barrier to a free and social inter­
course does not exist in Mesopotamia as in 
the Levant. In the countries about the 
Archipelago there is a Frank population 
distinct from the natives. The missionaries 
who go thither are thrown at once among 
the Franks, where they never cease to be for­
eigners in the eyes of the native Christians. 
In Mesopotamia there is nothing of this kind. 
There is no Frank population, and the mis­
sionary falls at once among the people for 
whom he is to labor. I may add that the 
Syrians and Nestorians are remarkably free 
and cordial in receiving a foreigner. •
The proposal derives new importance from 
the consideration that the Church of Eng­
land has already taken measures towards mis­
sionary effort among the Nestorians, the oth­
er portion of the Mesopotamian Christians. 
Explorers were sent out from England in 
1838 to make the necessary inquiries before 
commencing operations, and to confer freely 
upon the subject with the patriarch, Mar 
Shimon. One of them, a Nestorian of Mos- 
soul, partly educated in England, 1 met in 
Constantinople in the summer of 1838. He 
was then on his .way to the field, and spent 
two or three months in Constantinople await­
ing the arrival of the other explorers from 
England. During this time 1 had almost 
daily interviews with him, and enjoyed the 
fullest opportunities for conference upon the 
objects of the mission. These have been 
briefly stated. I afterwards conferred with 
the Rev. Mr. Tomlinson, Secretary of the 
Society for the Promotion of Christian 
Knowledge, by which the exploration was in 
part sustained, and informed him of my de-
itcs to the American Church. I did this
f>artly that, by being thus informed, the Eng- ish Society might he encouraged in prosecu­
ting their design, and partly with the hope 
that our conference upon the subject might 
lead to a mutual understanding, and to a sys­
tem of co-operation between the two missions
opinion of Mr. Tomlinson that they might 
render to each other the most efficient aid, 
and might, by, pursuing the same line of pol­
icy, more effectually secure the single end 
which both would have in view. It is cer­
tainly very important that the entire field
WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL. IIP
How is the importance of this considera­
tion enhanced by the reflection that the Ja­
cobite Church is in spirit a Protestant 
Church? She is struggling, as our reformed 
church has struggled, against the wily mach­
inations of papaf ambition. She is in immi­
nent danger of being swallowed up and lost. 
Who shall rush to the rescue, if not we? 
Can we, as Protestant Christians, stand bv 
and look indifferently upon her fall—a fall 
which we, with God’s blessing, can avert—a 
fall which seems inevitable, unless we advance 
to her aid? If she fall, I, as a member of 
our Protestant Episcopal Church, shall have 
at least the humble satisfacation of knowing 
that I have done my duty. I forewarn you,
I forewarn the whole Church, of the awful 
danger of indifference and delay. Already 
is it time that we were in the field. While 
we sleep the enemy is sowing tares among the 
wheat. Where is the spirit of our glorious 
reformation, nay, where is the spirit of our 
Saviour Christ, if we can bear to look un­
moved on such a scene as this? Where are 
those soldiers of the cross who have promis­
ed before God’s altar to fight manfully under 
Christ’s banner against sin, the world and tlie 
the devil—where are they? Is there no one 
among them to throw’ himself into this moral | 
Thermopylae? Are they fallen in the contest, 
or are they sleeping on the field of battle? 
Sleeping! then they are sleeping over the 
ruins of a lost world. O, spirit of the living 
God, awaken these sleepers from their death­
like repose! Stir up in the Church which 
thou wast sent to guide and comfort, the en­
ergy of an unwavering faith, and the pow'er 
of an all-embracing love! Pour into our 
hearts that most excellent gift of charity, with- i 
out which all our doings are nothing worth, 1 
and grant that we, being called by God’s holy 
work, may forthwith ol>edicnlly give up our­
selves to fulfil his holy commandments, 
through Jesus Christ our Lord!o
IIoratio Southoatf.. 
Portland, Dec. 18, 1839.
[Spirit of Missions. 
------------ o------------
FOUR KINDS OF ATHEISM.
The Atheism of modern times may be in­
cluded, chiefly, under the four following the­
ories or forms;—
1. That of an eternal series or succession 
of physical changes. This theory assumes 
that the present order of things exists of ne- j 
cessity, anti has existed from eternity, much 
as it now is. There has lieen the succession 
of the seasons, and of day and night; the 
composition and decomposition of material 
substances; the grow th and decay of veget­
ables; animals living amd dying; and all the 
phenomena of nature, in unbroken succes- : 
sion,*and as the result of an inherent necessity, 
from all eternity.
2. The second form of Atheism is that of 
specific tendencies. This assumes that un­
compounded, unorganized matter—matter in 
its elements, and this alone, has existed from 
eternity. But this unformed matter is en­
dowed with specific tendencies; one particle 
tending necessarily to unite with another, 
and these with a third, and so on, thus consti­
tuting compositions and organizations, as we 
see them actually existing in the world. This 
form of Atheism is very like the Hylopathian^ 
which was the earliest theory on the subject, 
in ancient Greece,
3. The third class of modern Atheists may 
be ranked with the disciples of Democritus 
and Epicurus. They are the advocates of 
pure chance. There is nought in the uni­
verse but material atoms, whirling about
through the immensity of space. In their
endless convolutions, congenial atoms chance 
to be brought together, and the existing or­
ganizations have thus been formed.
4. The fourth form of Atheism; existing; 
in our own times, is the pantheistic or trans­
cendental. And this is not easy to describe, 
owing to the mystical, unintelligble phraseol­
ogy in which (whether designedly or not) the 
doctrine is inculcated. It may be concluded, 
however, in view of all that has been written 
on the subject, that the advocates of this the­
ory mean to say, that what we call God is not 
a distinct, intelligent Being, a person, but 
rather a personification, a figure of speech. 
There is no God distinct from nature. The 
powers and laws of nature personified,embrace 
all that can be philosophically included un-1 
der the notion of a God.—Biblical Repos.
MORMONISM.
The spread of this delusion will be recor­
ded as one of the most singular events of the 
present century. That in this vaunted age of 
intelligence, thousands of our countrymen 
can be found the victims of a bold imposture, 
set on foot by men of notoriously bad char­
acter, is certainly humiliating.
But the history of the volume styled the 
Golden Bible or Book of Mormon, affords a 
curious illustration of the great influence 
which is sometimes exercised by agents appa- j 
rcntly insignificant.
/Vbout thirty years'since, the Rev. Solomon , 
Spaulding resided at New Salem, Ohio.— 
Near his dwelling were the remains of mounds 
and forts, which had been erected by some 
race now extinct. For the amusement of 
himself and neighbors, and to beguile the 
hours of a protracted illness, he attempted to 
give an historical sketch of this unknown peo­
ple. An antiquated style of composition was 
adopted, and the work was completed in a.j 
few months.
Mr. Spaulding subsequently removed to 
Pittsburgh, Pa. A Mr. Patterson, who edited 
a newspaper at that place, was acquainted 
with him, and perused the manuscript. Sid­
ney Rigdon, who has since been one of the 
most active agents in the Mormon cause* be­
ing at that time connected with the printing 
office of Mr. Patterson, probably copied the 
book, as opportunity for so dining was not 
wanting. After the Golden Bible was pub­
lished, a copy was brought to New Salem, 
—recognized as the composition of Mr. 
Spaulding, and on comparison, proved to be 
identical with his manuscript.
It is the fate of few writings to serve so ve­
ry different a purpose from that intended by 
their composers, as this Book of Mormon.— 
Its present use is a striking commentary on 
the remark, that none anticipate the conse­
quence of having written a book.
—c> —
PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE UNDER DIF- 
FICULTIES.
Where did Franxlin first cultivate the 
knowledge that at length bore him to the 
height of fame? In a printing office. Where 
did Bowditch study the matliematics? In ear­
ly life, on ship board, and ever after in hours 
snatched from the cares of a busy life. I low 
did Ferguson begin to study astronomy?— 
Tending sheep in Scotland: lying on bis back 
upon the bare earth, and gazing upon the! 
heavens—maping out the constellations by 
means of a simple string stretched from hand 
to hand with beads upon it; which sliding , 
back and forth, enabled him to ascertain the 
relative distances of the stars. Where did 
young Farady commence his studies—still ,
young, and yet successor in London to Davy ?
He began his chemical studies a poor boy, 
in an apothecary’s shop. Sir Richard Ark­
wright, who was knighted for the improve­
ments he introduced into cotton spinning, and 
whose beautiful seat upon the Wye is one of 
the fairest in England, was a barber till he 
was thirty years old. And at this moment 
there is a man in New England who has read 
fifty languages, who was apprenticed—who 
has always worked—and who still works as a 
blacksmith !
READING NOT KNOWLEDGE.
It may be questioned whether the reading 
even of what are called good books may not 
be carried too far,—whether it may not hin­
der reflection, promote self-ignorance, flatter 
with the name of a good work, and terminate 
in mere profession and spiritual pride. All 
the books in the world will not let us into the 
knowledge of our hearts, unless we take them 
there ourselves by meditation. The very in­
nocence of the employment renders a man 
too careless of what should be going on with­
in. He is like a person who, having a large 
acquaintance with men of agreeable manners, 
wide information, and good character, spends 
all his time among them, without looking to 
his domestic concerns. And the consequence 
is likely to be the same,—a home in disorder 
and confusion. Let those companions be 
the most pious of men, the result will not lie 
otherwise; and let the student’s occupation be 
sacred literature itself, he will not escape the 
evil effects of too exclusively outward atten­
tion, unless he is careful, by frequent medita­
tion, to apply the results of his studies to 
practical improvement.
THE PROPHETIC DEW DROP.
A delicate child, pale and prematurely wise, 
was complaining on a hot morning, that the 
poor dew-drops had been too hastily snatched 
away,and not allowed to glitter on the flow­
ers like other happier dew-drops that live the 
whole night through, and sparkle in the moon­
light and through the morning onwards to 
noon-day. “The sun,” said the child, “has 
chased them away with bis heat, or swallowed 
them up with his wrath.” Soon after came 
rain, and a rainbow; whereupon his father 
pointed upwards: “See”said be,“there stand 
the dew-drops gloriously reset—a glittering 
jewelry—in the heavens; and the clownish 
foot tramples on them no more.” By this, 
my child, thou art taught that what withers 
upon the earth blooms again in heaven.”— 
Thus the father spoke, and knew not that he 
spoke prefiguring words, for soon after the 
delicate child, with the morning brightness 
of his early wisdom, was exhaled'like a dew- 
drop into heaven.
Philosophy may boast that her’s is a tried 
foundation. And she may appeal to her dis­
ciples; ns we do to Christians, if they have not 
been supported by it though all the adven­
tures of life, and in the hour of death. But 
she has no testimony, ns Christianity has, from 
beyond the grave. John heard many voices 
in heaven, saying, “Worthy is the Lamb,” 
See., but none ever heard the blessed above, 
crying, “Worthy is philosophy to receive 
honor and glory.”
There is a philosophy that pretends to a 
sovereignty over the ills of life, boasting of a. 
mitbridate, or a cntholicon, that will cure 
every pain of the heart. But all! there is 
more and longer grief in the cure than in the 
patient sufferance of the ill. It cures by cau­
terizing the heart, so that it shall not feeL
ISO GAMBIER OBSERVER
UIULE-CLASS QUESTIONS.
QUESTIONS FOR THE FIRST LESSON OF THE 
MORNING SERVICE. 
the THIRD SUNDAY IN LENT.
1. What is this Sunday called!
2. What is the design of this season!
3. What benefit may we derive frotu abstinence I (
L What other days of fasting are appointed by the
Church! . 1
a. Does the Church on these days require total absti- ( 
nence from food, or is the extent of this duty left to be !
determined by each of us according to circumstances?'------- J  " * llltllta <71 MIC 1111*111M to aasv iica v ovooivss
6. Has our Lord given any directions respecting the lwe|ye La<J,es residing within the building, to superin-
duty of fasting! Malt. vi. 10—18.
7. Where are the Psalms for this day?
8. For what days in the year ate proper Psalms ap- j
pointed? I
9. On such days niav we use any other instead of 
those that are appointed?
10. By whom were the Psalms composed!
11. For what use were they composed?
12. Were they used in public worship during the time 
of our Lord’s ministry?
13. What Psalms were sung at the Paschal feast! j 
f Ans. Ps. cviii. cxviii.]
14. Is our Church right in still using them, or ought 
the use of them to be discontinued?
15. Where is the First Lesson?
16. Where was Ezekiel at this time? v. 1
GRANVILLE FEMALE SEMINARY. 
’’HE SUMMER TERM of thia Institution will 
commence on Thursday, the 5th of March next,and 
continue twenty-two weeks.
Young Ladies will be received at any time into the 
Seminary, but for no less period than half a Term.
The charge for those who enter the family, including 
17. Wha? event b alluded to as the 7th year; &c. ? board» washing, fuel, lights, room and furniture, and 
tuition in all the branches of the course, is per 
Term,v. 1.13. Do you suppose that these Elders were a part of 
the captives in Babylon, ora deputation from Zedekiah? 
v. 1.
19. Concerning what is it probable they wished to in­
quire?
20. Why would not God be inquired of by them? 
v. 2.
21. What is denoted by God's lifting up his hand? 
v. 5. 6. Dcut. 32—30.
22. To what land did God intend to conduct them? 
v. 6.
23. Why did not God pour out his fury upon his peo­
ple? v. 8, 9, 13,14,21, 22.
24. Dose v. 11 teach us that lighteousness could be , possible.
obtained by the w'orks of the law? Rom. x. 5.
25. Does the life promised refer to this world or the 
next?
26. Does the expression, statutes and judgments, in­
clude both the moral and ceremonial law? v. 11.
27. What was the design of each?
28. Of what were the Sabbaths to be a sign? v. I 
12—20.
29. Was this oath literally fulfilled, or were there any 
exceptional v. 15. Heb. iv b.
30. Has the threatening, v. 23, been fulfilled?
31. Does v. 25 mean that God gave them, &c. by his 
appointment, or by his permission?
32. Heathen nations have prospered under their own 
statutes and judgments, but were any apostate nations 
ever known to prosper in their apostacy? v. 25.
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN!
k LL persons indebted to the subscribers, either by . . ., . _ .1 note or book account, are earnestly requested to t>ons, to aid in formmg and strengthening the Intellect- 
nril n. wo nJ., I ual and Moral Character and Habits of the Student.
By Rev. John Todd, New Edition. Price $1 25.
For sale at the Bookstore of
settle the same by the first of April, as we are making 
arrangements for going East about that time, and it is 
essentially necessary that our accounts should be previ­
ously closed. A. G. SCOTT Co.
Gambier, March 12, 1840.
st. John’s school for young ladies, 
Cuyahoga Falls. Portage county, Ohio. 
MIE Spring Term of this Institution will commence
THE EXCELLENCY OF THE LITURGY:
I^OUR Discourses preached before the University of Cambridge, in November, 1811; also a University Sermon, containing the Churchman’s Confession., or an 
on Wednesday, the first day of April next, to con- Appeal to the Liturgy: Bv the Rev. Charles Simeon,I
tinue twenty-three weeks, under the care of Miss Fran 
ces C. Barron, recently from New England.
Terms: Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, English Grain; 
mar, Geography, Composition, 4-c., per quarter, $3 50 
Higher English Kranches, such as History,
Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Astrono­
my, Logic, Rhetoric, and such other of 
the Physical Sciences, and Ethics, as are 
usually taught in schools for young la­
dies, per quarter, - - - • - 4 50 I
French Language, - - - - 6 00
Music on the Piano and Organ. - - - 10 00
Tuition to be paid quarterly, in advance.
Board can be obtained in private families, at from $1 50 
to $2 00 per week.
The school will be under the visitoriul core of the 
Rector and Vestry of St. John's Church, whose con­
stant aim it will be, to afford the necessary facilities for , 
thorough and practical instruction, as the only founda­
tion for an education which may be improved, though ’
never finished. - ------ —________________ _ ___________________
The town of Cuyahoga Falls is situated in the most BLOOMFIELD'S GREEK TESTAMENT, 
romantic situation of the Western Reserve, and for rIMlE Creek Testament, with English Notes, Critical,
healthfulncss and morality, it is believed to be unsur­
passed by any town in the Western country.
References.—Rev. T. B. Fairchild, and A. E. Wol- 1 ern, but chiefly original. The whole being especially 
eolt. Esq., Cuyahoga Falls; Rev. A. Bronson, Boston, adapted to theuBe of Academical Students, Candidates 
Portage county; Rev. W. Granville, Medina, Medina ' for the sacred office, and ministers, though also intended 
county; B. B. Clark, M. D., Brunswick, Medina county; as a manual edition for the use of theological readers in 
Rav. J. Swan, and S. Pease, Esq., Massillon, Stark general. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D. D. F. S. 
countv; Rev. T. J. Davis, Akron, Portage county; A.B 2 vols. 8vo.
Rev. C. Miller, Franklin, Portage county; J. E. Carter, Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of 
M. D, Ravenna, Portage county. I I8AAC N. WHITING.
Marti) 14, 1840. 3t 1 Columbus, December 7.
FEMALE I N S T I T U
Columbia, Tennessee.
T E.
President of the Board of Trustees,
Tiie Right Rev. Bishop Folk.
Visitor, and Ixcturer on the Moral Sciences,
The Right Rkv. Bishop Otet.
Rector, and Lecturer on the Physical Sciences,
Rir. F. G. Smith, A. M.
[MI E next session opens on the 3d of February, and ends on the 3d of July.
In addition to the Visitor and Rector, the arrange­
ments of the Institu e for the next session comprise
tend its various departments of instruction and duty, 
‘ by night as well as by day.
Board, per sessiou, - - - $70
English tuition, * $8, 12, 20. 25
Languages, each, - - - $16
Music, - $25; Harp, - $30
January 9, 1640.
T
$65 00 
9 00Tuition for day scholars,per Term,
Instruction on Piano with use of instrument, 
per Term,
Instruction in Latin and French,each extra 
per Term,
Instruction in Drawing,24 lessons,per Term,
Those who remain in the family during vacations will 
be charged $2 00 per week.
In all cases the bills must be paid in advance, or a 
satisfactory arrangement made with the Treasurer.
It is important that young Ladies should enter as 
near the commencement, or middle of the Terms as
16 00
6 00 
3 00
Application for admission may be made either to Rev. 
A. Sanford or Mr. M. French.
Granville, February 22.
DICK S THEOLOGY.
ECTURES on Theology. By the late Rev. John 
Dick, D. D. New ami beautiful Edition of this 
work, with a Memoir, See., in two large 8vo. vols.
For sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING. I
Columbus, February 22.
INDEX RERUM.
INDEX RERUM or Index of Subjects; intended as a Manual, to aid the Student and the Professional | Man, in preparing himself for usefulness. With an In­
troduction, illustrating its utility and method of use. 
By Rev. John Todd, 1 vol. 4to. Price $2 50.
The Student's Manual: designed, by specific Direc-
L
Columbus, February 22.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
M. A., Fellow of Ring's College, Cambridge. Second 
American edition. 1 vol. 18 mo. Price 25.
Published and for sale by
ISAAC N. WHITING.
December, 1839.
117AYLAND ON HUMAN RESPONSIBILITY, 
v v The Limitations of Human Responsibility. By
Francis Wayland, D. D. 1 vol. 12mo.
For sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
. LATIN SYNONYMES.
A DICTIONARY of Latin Synonymes for the use of Schools and Private Students, with a Complete 
Index. By Llwis Rambhorn. From the German, By 
Francis Sieber. 1 vol. Price 1 50.
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus December 7.
JL Philological, and Ezegetical, partly selected and ar­
ranged from the best Commentators, ancient and mod
PROSPECTUS
OF
OR
Kenyon Literary May azine.
Conducted by the Philomsthesian and Nu Pi Kappa Societies ol 
Kenyon College.
IT is proposed by the Philomathfsiaw and Nu Pi Kap­pa Societies of Kenyon College, to publish a monthly periodical with the above title. Not placing 
too much confidence in our own abilities, we have obtain­
ed, as contributors, gentlemen of superior talent and 
larger attainments. This—added to what we hope to 
accomplish in the ardor of a youthful literary enthusi­
asm, with such selections as an extensive field of foreign 
and domestic periodical Literature, and valuable and 
well-filled libraries may afford—we presume to hope, 
will render the Coi.lkgian worthy of patronage and 
perusal.
At a time when the arts and sciences are in a state of 
rapid improvement; when all classes of society are be­
coming interested in the diffusion of knowledge, and the 
influence of genius and talent upon society at large is
freater than at any former period; it is beiieved that a iterary Magazine, combining variety and abundanca 
with cheapness, will be acceptable, especially to those 
who take an interest in Western Literature, and the pro­
gress of young men training up for the future service of 
their country.
The Collegian will be edited by a Committee of the
Philomalbesian and Nu Pi Kappa Societies. Each nuiu- 
her will contain fifty pages of choice original and select­
ed literary and scientific reading matter, printed on pa­
per of superior quality, with beautiful type of the small 
pica and brevier sizes.
The annual subscription is three dollars only; to b« 
paid invariably in advance, or on the delivery of the 
first number, which it is proposed to publish in the 
ensuing spring.
The work will be mailed regularly and directed to any 
Post Office in the United Stales to which it may be or­
dered. All letters (post-paid) to be addressed to the 
“Editors ofthe Collegian, Gambier, Ohio."
Gambier, December, 1839.
HISTORY OF CHRIST.
I ECTURES upon the History of our Lord and Sa- a viour Jesus Christ. By the Rev. Henry Blunt, A.M. 2 vols. Price $1 75.
Lectures upon the History of Abraham and Jacob. By 
the Rev. Henry Blunt, A. M. Price $1 25.
Lectures upon the History of St. Paul. By the Rev. 
Henry Blunt, A. M. Price $1 25.
Discourses on some ofthe Doctrinal Articles of the Pro­
testant Episcopal Chunh. Also Lectures on the History 
of St. Peter. By the Rev. llenry Blunt, A. M. Price 
$1 25.
A Practical Exposition of the Epistles to the Seven 
Churches of Asia. By the Rev. llenry Blunt, A. M. 
Price $1.
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